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1 Introduction 

In Work Package 6 (WP6) of the FUPOL project, the objective is to design and implement 

services that enable an efficient communication between citizens (inhabitants of a given 

area) and their representatives (the city principals, including the mayor, the urban councils, 

etc.). We divided the work into two complementary modules: Hot Topic Sensing (HTS), 

designed to understand citizen opinions on social media, and the Feedback Community 

Platform (FCP) that enables efficient bi-directional communication between citizens and their 

representative thanks to a dedicated interface.  

The objectives of this deliverable D6.3 are as follows: 

1. Update the Web-Services description: Explain how we will provide services to the 

other components of FUPOL: specifically the update of the HTS and FCP API 

2. Describe the experiments we did to improve the quality of the HTS. 

This deliverable is organized in two main sections: Hot Topic Sensing, and Feedback 

Community Platform.   

In a nutshell, the FCP API was improved and deployed on the WP3 servers. Our efforts were 

rather focused on the HTS system. We provided several updates to the API to support the 

core platform requirements. In addition, we integrated a first version of a summarization 

algorithm and changed the implementation of the topic model engine. The topics, learned on 

a set of 10,000 posts coming from the pilot cities , were manually evaluated by our partners 

and showed that 70% of the topics could be interpreted by humans. This is a significant 

improvement compared to our previous system. 

2 Hot Topic Sensing REST API Description  

2.1 HTS System Architecture  

The following diagram shows the internal system architecture of the HTS server and how it 

interacts with the WP3 core platform.  We then briefly discuss the components in the current 

HTS system. 
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 Core platform: The core platform (WP3 server) communicates with our HTS system 

using REST API calls. The data exchange between WP3 and WP6 has been 

standardized using the JSON format 

 REST interface: this uses the tastypie1 abstraction layer to provide REST services 

such as get GET, PUT, POST and DELETE calls. This library simplifies the 

implementation of standard REST services. 

 Tokenization: each language needs a specific word tokenizer to isolate words from 

a text. Currently, our system supports Latin-based languages and is based on the 

NLTK2 Python module. 

                                           

 

1
 Tastypie is a webservice API framework for Django. It provides a convenient, yet powerful and highly 

customizable, abstraction for creating REST-style interfaces. http://tastypieapi.org/ . 
2

 NLTK is a leading platform for building Python programs to work with human language data. 

http://nltk.org/. 

http://tastypieapi.org/
http://nltk.org/
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 HTS engine: is the main component of our system. Currently, this module trains the 

LDA model for each corpus and for a given the number of topics. In this first version, 

we have used the LDA implementation from Gensim3.  

 Inferring topics for document: once the LDA model has been trained, topics are 

predicted for new documents submitted. 

 MongoEngine layer: this is an abstraction class for our system to communicate 

with the Mongo database. We can define our class model in Python and then map 

them to the Mongo schemas. 

 Mongo database4: is an open source document-oriented database. It is part of the 

NoSQL family of database systems. Instead of storing data in tables as in standard 

SQL-like relational databases, MongoDB stores structured data as JSON-like 

documents with dynamic schemas making the integration of data in certain types of 

applications easier and faster. 

 Web UI: a simple web user interface has been developed to provide the Facilitator 

with a tool to view/interact with our HTS core system. Note that WP3 might consider 

redeveloping this UI for a better integration and enhanced user experience. 

 

HTS (Hot Topic Sensing) Package was conceived to be architecturally flexible. It can be used 

as library, and simultaneously can be exposed as a REST service. 

The decomposition of the packages is as follows: 

 hts: where the core functions of the HTS reside. 

 hts_webapp: a REST API service over the HTS library 

 hts_webdemo: a web UI for the HTS module 

2.1.1 Sprint summary 

The current version of the HTS API started its development in April 2013. It was conducted 

in 5 sprints of 4 weeks duration each. Each iteration is detailed below: 

 

Sprint 2013-4: We started our discussion with WP3 on the new HTS API. We defined the 

specification together and started to implement the abstract methods targeting the second 

EC review. 

 

                                           

 

3
 http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/about.html 

 
4
 MongoDB (from "humongous") is an open-source document database, and the leading NoSQL database. 

http://www.mongodb.org/. 

http://radimrehurek.com/gensim/about.html
http://www.mongodb.org/
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Sprint 2013-5: The new HTS API was implemented while preparing for a new round of 

tests while continuing the integration with the WP3 platform. 

 

Sprint 2013-6: We deployed the new version of the HTS API to the FUPOL’s severs. Mr. 

Trong-Ton Pham spent one week in Vienna with WP3 with the goal of integrating the HTS 

system with WP3. Improvements and corrections of some minor issues took place after the 

integration phase. 

 

Sprint 2013-7 and 2013-8: Implementation of new features and improved the stability of 

the HTS server as well as integrating the summarization system with the HTS core library. 

The Documentation of the new deliverable for the review was written. 

2.1.2 Release plan 

Following the changes from the last release of the HTS system: 

 New version of HTS API. 

 Changed the entry point to access the HTS resource from the topic engine. The HTS 

is now considered as “black box” seen from outside. The only important resource 

exposed is the topic engine. The others resources such as the Corpus and the 

Dictionary are hidden from the API as they are not allowed to be manipulated from 

outside of HTS system. 

 Deployed the new HTS system to the WP3 framework. 

 Separated the development and demo stages on FUPOL server so that external users 

can access the HTS services without interruption. 

 Added a new workflow for cloning a new topic engine from a trained topic engine 

 Added a mechanism for auto update of the topic engine. 

 Provided the API for document summarization and integrated this feature with the 

HTS web GUI. 

 Improved the stability of the HTS server and the quality of the topic models. 

2.2 The New HTS workflows 

In the following lines the two workflows that are currently supported by the HTS module are 

described 

 Standard workflow: The topic engine is first created and the documents are added to 

the corpus through an “add_document” API call. Once there are enough documents 

stored in the corpus, the topic engine can be trained. Finally, topics in new 

documents can be inferred using the trained topic engine. 

 Cloning workflow: This second workflow is intended to be used when the user wants 

to start with an existing topic engine (previously trained) in a new campaign. In this 

case, we don't need to train a topic engine from scratch. Instead we can copy the 

trained topic engine from one existing campaign to another using the “clone” API call.  
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2.2.1 Resource Description 

The main resource is the topic engine, which is a triplet consisting of Corpus, Dictionary and 

Topic resources. 

Name Description URN (resource namespace) 
of the nested resource 

Corpus Collection of documents /topicengine/uuid/corpus/ 

Dictionary Collections  of words an their distribution 

in the corpus 

/topicengine/uuid/dictionary/ 

Topics Collections of topics /topicengine/uuid/topics/ 

 

These resources are accessible from the FUPOL server http://fupol-1.fupol.eu. Please note 

that you have to append the server + api root + namespace. 

For example: 

HTS Server URI = http://fupol-1.fupol.eu 

API root namespace =  /hts/api/v1 

Resource Namespace = /topicengine/uuid/corpus  

URI= http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/hts/api/v1/topicengine/uuid/corpus 

As with the previous version of the HTS specification, the technical implementation uses 

JSON (in UTF-8) as data transfer format. 

http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/
http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/hts/api/v1/
http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/hts/api/v1/topicengine/uuid/corpus
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2.2.2 Working with the Topic Engines 

2.2.2.1 List Topic Engines 

We show here how to return a list of available Topic Engines. Typically, there is one topic 

engine per city or campaign. The purpose is to allow the core platform to display the topic 

engine details in a list box. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

GET topicengine/ None Array of topic engines 

[ 

  { 

    "id": "134c13ab12", 

    "name": "Zagreb Media Watch", 

    "created_at": 15552232, 

    "trained_at": 15552252, 

    "campaign_id": 12344 

  }, 

  { 

    "id": "c13ab12", 

    "name": "Milan Bandic", 

    "created_at": 15552232, 

    "trained_at": 15552232, 

    "campaign_id": 4321234 

  }] 
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The list contains topic engines, structured as follows: 

Name Description Data 
Type 

id The topic engine's id (generated by the HTS module). Note 
that there's an (optional) 1:1 relationship between a campaign 
and a topic engine, so that a campaign at any point in time 
has at most one topic engine and every topic engine always 
has a campaign linked to it. 

String 

name The topic engine's name. This will be set to the campaign's 
name by default. It doesn't fulfill any other purpose than to 
make it easier to distinguish topic engines for human reader 
on the HTS module. The FUPOL Core Platform will always use 
the campaign's name (as there's a 1:1 relationship). 

String 

created_at The timestamp when the topic engine was created (i.e. when 
“create topic engine” was called). 

Timestamp 

trained_at The timestamp when the topic engine was trained. This 
timestamp is set to the time when "train topic engine" was 
called. 

Timestamp 

campaign_id The id of the campaign (generated by the FUPOL Core 
Platform). 

Long 

2.2.2.2 Creating a new topic engine 

To create a new topic engine with empty contents (corpus, dictionary, topics), we use the 

following interface: 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST topicengine/  name 
 campaign_id 
 language 

The new topic engine 

{ 

  "id": "134c13ab12", 

  "name": "Zagreb Media Watch", 

  "language": "cr" 

  "created_at": 626469, 

  "trained_at": null, 

  "campaign_id": 12344} 
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The parameters are the same as the topic engine cloning interface. As the topic engine 

hasn't been trained yet, the trained_at timestamp is empty. 

Parameter Description Data Type 

name The name of the new topic engine (the clone) String 

campaign_id The campaign identifier Long 

language Campaign main language (default is en) String 

2.2.2.3 Cloning a Topic Engine 

This call clones (i.e. branches) an existing topic engine. The new topic engine is an exact 

copy. Both topic engines become separate and completely independent instances meaning 

that changes to one topic engine are not reflected in the other topic engine. These Topic 

Engine instances are stored in the HTS system. 

This function is intended to be used when the user wants to start with an existing topic 

engine in a new campaign. Note that this function terminates immediately after the topic 

engine was created (including the corpus, dictionary and topics), but cloning can effectively 

continue afterwards as copying the corpus and other operations might take some time. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/_clone 

 name 
 campaign_id 
 callback_uri 

The cloned topic engine 
{ 

  "id": "134c13ab12", 

  "name": "Copy of Zagreb 

Media Watch", 

  "created_at": 626469, 

  "trained_at": 626469, 

  "campaign_id": 12344 

} 
 

The parameters are as follows: 

Parameter Description Data Type 

name The name of the new topic engine (the clone) String 

campaign_id The campaign identifier Long 

callback_uri The URI for notifying the platform String 
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2.2.2.4 Delete a Topic Engine 

To delete a topic engine and its associated resources (Corpus, Dictionary, Topics), we use 

the following call: 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

DELETE topicengine/uuid/  None HTTP status code (ex: 204 No 

contents) 

2.2.2.5  Adding document(s) to a Corpus 

The next piece of code illustrates how to add a collection of documents to a corpus  

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/_add_
document/ 

An array of documents 
[ 

  { 

    "doc_id": 

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234" 

    "name": "What a good story!", 

    "text": "I really like this 

idea", 

    "crawled_at": 626469, 

    "post_type": "sioc:Post", 

    "site": 

"http://www.blogspot.com", 

    "forum": 

"http://blogspot.com/user/nrumm/12", 

    "geolocation": { "type": "Point", 

"coordinates": [100.0, 0.0] } 

 }, 

  { 

    "doc_id": 

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/534341234" 

    "name": "Agree!", 

    "text": "You're so right on 

this", 

    "crawled_at": 626469, 

    "post_type": "sioc:Comment", 

    "site": 

"http://www.blogspot.com", 

    "forum": 

"http://blogspot.com/user/nrumm/12" 

    "geolocation": { "type": "Point", 

"coordinates": [100.0, 0.0] } }] 
 

  

Response with 

a HTTP status 

code (ex: 200 

document 

created) 

  

  

  

  

The unique parameter is an unsorted collection of documents. The following table describes 

a document's structure: 

Name Description Data Type 

doc_id The document's id from the core platform. Usually, this is the 
URI of the post in the RDF store and it should be unique field.  

String 

name The document's title. This content is optional, as not all sources 
provide it. 

String 

http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.blogspot.com/
http://blogspot.com/user/nrumm/12
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/534341234
http://www.blogspot.com/
http://blogspot.com/user/nrumm/12
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text The document's content (the post's text). String 

crawled_at The timestamp when the document was crawled from the 
internet. 

timestamp 

post_type The type of the post that contains the document. 

One of { sioc:Post, sioc:MicroblogPost, 
sioc:Comment, sioc:WeblogPost ...} 

This information might be useful to tweak the HTS algorithm. 

String 

site The URI of the site that the content originated from URI 

forum The URI of the forum that the content originated from URI 

geolocation The geographical position that relates to this post in GeoJSON 
format (WGS84). 

If there's no position available then this property is empty. 

Note that the semantics of the location might differ depending 
on the type of social media. In most cases (i.e. Twitter) it'll be 
the GPS coordinates that are sampled by the eCitizen's mobile 
device once he clicks the "submit" button. In other cases it 
might be the coordinates of his place of living's city center. 

Point 
(GeoJSON) 

2.2.3 Infer Topics on Document 

This queries the HTS module for the topics that relate to a collection of documents. Unlike 

addDocuments this function does not add the documents to the corpus, but instead it just 

uses the knowledge that is contained inside the Topic Engine to label the documents on-the-

fly. We will use this function to label posts (documents) that were crawled using the 

interactive search. The user would like to see the topics that describe these postings without 

storing their content. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/_inf
er_document/ 

An array of 
documents 
(see above). 

  

An array of documents, together with their 
related topics. 

If the topic engine hasn't been trained yet or if 
the document matches no topic, then the array 
is empty. 
[ 

  { 

    "doc_id": 

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/123412

34", 

    "related_topics": [ 

      { 

        "topic": 13, 

        "title": "Topic 13", 

        "topic_uri": 

"/hts/api/v1/topicengine/uuid/t

opics/13", 

        "description", "This is 

related to the mayor of 

http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
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Zagreb", 

        "match": 0.12435 

      }, 

      { 

        "topic": 34, 

        "title": "Topic 34", 

        "topic_uri": 

"/hts/api/v1/topicengine/uuid/t

opics/34", 

        "description", "This is 

related to the MCE conference", 

        "match": 0.82341 

      } 

    ] 

  } 

] 
 

 A related topic is described as: 

Name Description Data Type 

id The topic's id (generated by the HTS module) String 

title The topic's title. By default this will be generated, but it can 
be changed by the user. 

String 

topic_uri The URI to the topic resource String 

description An optional user-provided description of the topic. String 

match A numeric value ([0..1] meaning 0%..100%) describing to 
which extent this topic fits to the document. 

Float 

2.2.3.1 Build Topic Engine 

This call triggers a training cycle on the topic engine, meaning that the HTS module infers 

topics from the text corpus. This function is for "manual override", as the Topic Engine 

should know by itself when it is the right time to retrain itself. Once training is finished the 

HTS module triggers a relabeling cycle on the core platform. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/ 

_build_topics/ 

 num_tocpics 
[optional] 

 callback_uri 

The topic engine. The function terminates 
immediately after it was called and the 
training is started asynchronously, so that 
the core platform doesn't have to wait for 
the training cycle to finish. 
{ 

  "id": "134c13ab12", 

  "name": "Zagreb Media Watch", 

  "created_at": 626469, 

  "trained_at": null, 

  "campaign_id": 12344 

} 
 

The parameters are given in the following table: 
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Parameter Description Data Type 

num_topic The number of topics that will be trained with the topic 

engine. This value is optional and can be omitted.  

Integer 

callback_uri The URI for notifying the platform when build topic has 

finished 

String 

2.2.3.2 Document Summarization  

Thanks to the summarization library we can give a short summary of a set of documents. 

Given a doc_id list of documents, the HTS will return in JSON format a set of sentences 

that best represent these documents. This function can be used for topic summarization. 

Each topic is then summarized  by using the set of documents belonging to this topic. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/_summarize
_documents/ 

{ 

"doc_id" : [ 

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/

12341234",  

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/

12341235",  

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/

12341239" 

... 

] 

} 

{ 

  "summary": 

"This an 

example of the 

summary  

for these 

documents...." 

} 

2.2.3.3 Tag relevant documents for each Topic  

This function is used for user feedback purposes (i.e. user can select some documents in a 

topic and tag them as relevant to the current topic). Those documents which have been 

tagged as relevant can be used later for topic quality enhancement. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST 
topicengine/uuid/_tag_documents/ 

{ 

"topic_id": 5, 

"relevant_documents" :  

[ 

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12

341234",  

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12

341235",  

"http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12

341239" 

] 

} 

None 

2.2.3.4 Re-labeling posts 

This function is called by the HTS module to inform the core platform that the topics that 

describe the crawled content have changed and so the labels that have been attached to the 

http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341235
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341235
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341239
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341239
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341234
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341235
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341235
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341239
http://www.fupol.eu/rdf/12341239
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posts (documents) previously are invalid now. This subsequently triggers a relabeling 

process in the core platform. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

GET campaign/uuid/_relabel_posts/ None None 

2.2.3.5 Checking the Health Status 

This function is called to check if the other communication partner is working as expected. It 

can be called at any point in time. The called API should check its internals and provide 

some indication of its health status. In case anything goes wrong the function returns a 

textual description of the problem. 

For production we might want to add SNMP systems monitoring, but for now this simple 

mechanism should be sufficient. 

HTTP Call Parameters Output 

POST _is_alive none A structure representing a traffic light: 
{ 

  "status": "yellow", 

  "message": "Running low on memory" 

} 

The status is one of the following: 

 green: no problems 

 yellow: warning; still working, but action required 

 red: problem detected; not working properly 

Of course a failed call to this function (i.e. a timeout) is 
interpreted as "red". 

 

2.3 Topic summarization for HTS 
 

In the new version of HTS, we have deployed new features for topic summarization. Given a 

hot topic, the HTS can summarize documents with some sentences that best represent those 

documents. This can be done thanks to the integration of the summarization library with the 

corresponding API call.  
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Example of result of the summarization component 

 

The code has very few dependencies and those it has can easily be replaced. Also, 

depending on the features used, some of the external libraries are not required at all.  

The first version of the summarization module implements the SumBasicLib algorithm 

described in Deliverable D6.1. The main library SumBasicLib depends on the widely-

available NLTK for tokenization and efficient/simple building of word distributions. Both of 

these could be done without NLTK with some small changes to the code but NLTK is installed 

widely, is stable and fast. 

The integration process is quite straightforward. Given a list of documents with preprocessed 

text, the summarization module returns a set of selected sentences for those documents 

associated with scores. The summarized text can be formatted as plain text or HTML. 

2.3.1.1 Unit and Integration Tests 

Unit tests are low-level tests developed by a programmer to check that new changes in the 

code base don’t break or generate side effects in other part of the system. 

Continuous integration is a mechanism that automatically rebuilds the entire system 

whenever a change is made to the system. At the end of the build process, all unit tests are 

run against the updated version to detect regressions as soon as possible. 
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All tests must pass before releasing and deploying a new version. 

To ensure the quality of our HTS system, we have created a set of unit tests for the core 

module. The components are tested using the unittest package from Python as a test 

framework. Here a list of the unit tests implemented in our system: 

Components Tests Description 

Corpus  create_corpus() 

get_corpus_list() 

update_corpus(corpus_uri) 

delete_corpus(corpus_uri) 

add_docmument(corpus_uri) 

preprocess_document(corpus_uri) 

Create a new corpus 

Get a list of corpora from mongodb 

Update the corpus metadata 

Delete a corpus with the provided URI 

Add new documents to a corpus 

Preprocess the documents 

Dictionary create_dictionary(corpus_uri) 

word_tribution(dictionary_uri) 

 

delete_dictionary(dictionary_uri) 

Create a dictionary from corpus 

Compute word distribution over 
dictionary 

Delete a dictionary 

TopicEngine create_topicengine () 

build_topics(corpus_uri, 
dictionary_uri) 

infer_documents(topicengine_uri) 

delete_documents(topicengine_uri) 

Create a new topic engine 

Build an LDA model and generate 
topics from a corpus and a dictionary 

Infer topic for new documents 

Delete a topic engine 

The integration tests will be performed by WP3 in their test framework to ensure compliance 

of the following deliverables with the core platform specifications: 

 Software and system design 

 Architecture 

 Workflows 

 Use cases 

System and data configuration. 

“Integration testing” tests interfaces between components, interactions with different parts 

of a system, such as the operating system, file system and hardware, and interfaces 

between systems.  

2.4 Improvements of the HTS module 

We have worked along two directions to improve the quality of the HTS system: adding 

better resources for the topics models and testing new algorithms. 

In terms of resources, we added default stopwords for English, Croatian and German. These 

resources are available in the hts/resource folder. These stopwords are automatically added 

when a dictionary (the set of know words in a collection) is created. 
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Furthermore, we have identified an open source stemmer/lemmatizer for Croatian: 

 http://www.nljubesic.net/resources/tools/stemmer-for-croatian/ 
 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/text-hr 

Similarly, for Chinese we have identified two segmentations algorithms: 

 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml 

 The default Chinese segmenter in Lucene:    

http://lucene.apache.org/core/3_0_3/api/contrib-

martcn/org/apache/lucene/analysis/cn/smart/SmartChineseAnalyzer.html 

However, we still need to experiment the impact of such preprocessing (tokenization, stop 

word removal, surface normalization) and assess their possible integration with a language 

dependent preprocessing. This would be part of our next efforts in order to integrate a 

Chinese tokenizer.  

Second, we looked at several methods to boost the quality of the topic inference. If 

frequent/stop words are often the most probable in topic models learned by LDA, one 

alternative is to present to the users not the most likely terms under that topic but the most 

discriminative terms for that topics. One possible approach would be to use a χ2 test.  

Let        be the word probability in the corpus and        the word probability under 

topic k. Then, words could be ranked by decreasing order of: 

    (             )
                

      
 

We have implemented this functionality in the TopicReranker module in the core HTS 

system. For more details about this method, please refer to “Methodes Probabilistes pour 

l’Analyse Exploratoires de Données Textuelles , Lois Rigouste, Phd Thesis”. Our experiments 

on the London social media dataset were nevertheless not successful. This method seems to 

be too biased by rare words. 

Then, we also examined the following paper: “Topic and Keyword Re-ranking for LDA-based 

Topic Modelling, Yangqiu Song et al, CIKM’2009” which proposed several topic and keyword 

re-ranking approaches that can help users better understand the discovered topics.  We 

have only looked at the word re-ranking proposed namely the KR1 method which performed 

the best. 

Finally, we decided to provide a measure for the topic coherence for the top words of a topic 

models. Suppose that (w1, …, wr) is the set of top words for a given topic. Two measures 

can be used as a topic ‘quality’ metric: 

http://www.nljubesic.net/resources/tools/stemmer-for-croatian/
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/text-hr
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/segmenter.shtml
http://lucene.apache.org/core/3_0_3/api/contrib-martcn/org/apache/lucene/analysis/cn/smart/SmartChineseAnalyzer.html
http://lucene.apache.org/core/3_0_3/api/contrib-martcn/org/apache/lucene/analysis/cn/smart/SmartChineseAnalyzer.html
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 The Sum of Pairwise Cosine between Word Vectors:  

Let X be the term document matrix. Assume this matrix has been binarized in order 

to encode document frequency. Then word wj is represented by the jth  row of matrix 

X, i.e. Xi. 

              ∑        

   

    

 Average PointWise Mutual Information. Similarly, let PMI(Xi, Xj) be the 

pointwise mutual information between 2 words in a collection. Note that PMI is a 

standard measure of word association in Natural Language Processing. Then we 

define the topic quality as 

              ∑        

   

    

These two scores can be used as a heuristic to sort topics based on the coherence of their 

top words. These functions have been implemented in the TopicReranker module of the HTS 

module. 

Overall, there is a need to develop a topic quality metric. It should be a function of topic 

coherence between top words and the number of documents represented by this topic.  

Finally, we have tested other algorithms for learning topic models:  

 Non Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) Daniel D. Lee and H. Sebastian Seung. 

Learning the parts of objects by nonnegative matrix factorization. Nature, 401:788–

791, 1999. 

 Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) Scott Deerwester, Susan T. Dumais, George W. 

Furnas, Thomas K. Landauer, and Richard Harshman. Indexing by latent semantic 

analysis. Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 41(6):391–407, 

1990. 

The very first version of the LDA model used in the HTS (cf page 31 in D6.1) was an 

implementation of the paper “Matthew D. Hoffman, David M. Blei, and Francis Bach. Online 

learning for latent dirichlet allocation. In In NIPS, 2010.’ 

This method was chosen because we were expecting a large amount of social media data. 

When we looked at the code used in the previous references, it turned out that the 

vocabulary of topics seems to have been carefully selected to learn topics on Wikipedia, a 

practice which is not fully appropriate from an industrial perspective. Secondly, our first 

datasets from pilot cities are still small compared to the millions of documents available in 

Wikipedia. 

As we have seen in our experiments, this model seems to be prone to weight too much stop 

words and does not isolate these very frequent words in one topic from more ‘content’ 

oriented topics. Overall, this online version of LDA might not be appropriate for our task. 
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In the following paragraphs, we present alternative ‘baseline’ algorithms such as Latent 

Semantic Indexing and Non Negative Matrix Factorization. One advantage of these methods 

is their ability to operate on term weight such as tf-idf as opposed to raw term counts in LDA 

models. This has the benefit of automatically down-weighting stop words and very frequent 

words for the collections in a language independent manner. In the following tables, we 

show several topics learned by NMF on pilot city datasets (Zagreb, Barnsley, Vienna). 

Each dataset contains approximately 10,000 posts. The following tables show a subset of 

topics (each topic is represented as a column).  

The full results are accessible from http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/media/topic_data.zip (excel 

sheets) and contains a comparison of NMF, LSI and online LDA. 

http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/media/topic_data.zip
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Table 1. Topics Found by NMF on 10,000 post from the Barnsley Campaign. Topics are ordered by Topic Quality( Coherence) 

 

Topic '1'    2   3   4 Topic '5'   5   6   7   8 Topic '10' 

Topic Coherence 140.28 124.08 122.72 121.25 112.97 110.96 108.50 106.75 96.92 92.77 

Top Word 1 termine fractales odszkodowanie Giai della ling meninggal roku como online 

 

rangers fractale wypadek Thang nave otter dunia pozniej dijo levitra 

 

borussia dimension odszkodowania Trong dopo mistress pertandingan anglii anos generic 

 

stuttgart dans dlclaims Tran drake trot jantung historii escuela prescription 

 

heracles mandelbrot wypadki Nhung bonnet torque melawan arsenal malik propecia 

 

heerenveen fractal anglii Nhat nella whitby pingsan sezonie para cheap 

 

haag fractals london Thanh navi jean pada ligi styles canada 

 

emmen sont pracy Đuoc equipaggio section sakit arsenalu cuando kamagra 

 

braga surface east Đich pirata charisma saat puchar factor impotence 

Top Word 10 augsburg objets odszkodowan Bong frobisher goes kemudian lidze estaba sildenafil 

 

arbroath nature claims Hang alla avante rumah zdobył tomlinson pharmacy 

 

bordeaux etre west Khong anche forum serangan jednak madre women 

 

dunfermline hausdorff funtow Ngay uomini heaviest karena klubu tambien india 

 

inverness peut north Cong dell topics dalam londynczycy cita tablets 

 

clermont chaque klientem Cung suoi angling lawan mistrzostwo tiene price 

 

fife pour centrum Nhieu capitano overall akhirnya finale payne male 

 

rovers objet gwarancja Truoc inglese pemblington setelah norris horan tadalafil 

 

barnet courbe umowe Vong venne muhl bertabrakan potem nombre enhancement 

 

partick domaines ktora Đong edward eakring dengan pierwszym padres pills 

Top Word 20 excelsior exemples trent Nguoi delle urchin agustus jego pero australia 
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Table 2 NMF Topics that could be relevant to Barnsley 

Topic 
Coherence 

46.03 39.46 31.33 25.74 36.96 

Top Word 
1 

Road Pain costs immigration health 

  traffic Chronic discharge book company 

  junction Patients conditional jonathan healthcare 

  updated appropriate fine british private 

  agoshow techniques disqualification response received 

  minutes Efficacy community review labour 

  yorkshire management road people registered 

  ways Side suspended david director 

  moving Effects order davids care 

Top Word 
10 

street Patient prison evidence shares 

  busy Tramadol unpaid debate conservative 

  roundabout Drugs compensation fact parliamentary 

  Lane Analgesic sentence labour cumberlege 

  southbound significant supervision portes payment 

  west Effect jail merton secretary 

  leeds Effective curfew white cinven 

  directions Analgesia avenue ethnic executive 

  westbound Distress drive britain pharmaceutical 

  heavy Codeine hours economic paid 

Top Word 
20 

south Appears close half Companies 
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Table 3. Topics Found by NMF on 10,000 posts from the Vienna Campaign. Topics are ordered by Topic Quality( Coherence) 

 

Topic '1'          Topic '5'         Topic '10' 

Topic 

Coherence 

176.73 168.34 126.52 115.00 109.04 106.69 105.79 96.69 93.76 85.39 

Top Word 1 behalt lunch hinspiel Toro gernot guangzhou bild powell arztekammer life 

  redaktion naked gesamt Godzilla maleh jenny saure substanz arztin ball 

  kommentare ambros weiter Pacific nadja geschmack opfer jamaikanische

n 

pilz aids 

  gmbh texta differdinge

n 

Jaeger arkadenhof essen video simpson ordination keszler 

  zuwiderlaufe

n 

macdonald utrecht Guillermo kurator canton survivors probe berufsverbot gala 

  notwendiger

weise 

zucchero minsk Kaiju ziegelwanger congee acid carter patientenanw

altin 

cavalli 

  straf fendrich auswartsto

rregel 

uberwaltigu

ng 

kernolamazon

en 

tassen nila positive praxis gaste 

  weiterverwen

dung 

donauinself

est 

gesamtscor

e 

Films kabarettfestiv

als 

schwein bangladesch bolt holzgruber kurkova 

  reproduktion insel breidablik Monster resetarits chang foundation wissentlich verfahren hofburg 

Top Word 10 zivilrechtliche minisex trencin Piloten rosen wenig hermann leichtathletik abtreibungen schauspielerin 

  schadenersat

zanspruche 

seerauber tromso Mako viktor brunchen leiden athletin abtreibungsar

ztin 

osbourne 

  eigenbedarf piratenschif

f 

ventspils Titanen steinbock fermentierten attackiert sherone sigrid rathaus 

  diesfalls verkaufssta

nde 

wroclav Mecha rubey gebraten mutter olympia patientinnen eroffnung 

  tatbestande luzia zilina Robotern heilbutt teig shamol verbotene qualitatssicher

ung 

roberto 

  forenregeln clara orhei kaijus spork gedampfte saureattacken positiven magistratsabt

eilung 

balls 

  ausfuhrliche edlseer agdam Charlie vitasek weich umma doping anzeige gery 

  usern nockalm aktobe Ungetum tralala kellner masud tyson komplikatione

n 

clinton 

  mediums hauptacts hajduk Liebe triest tisch klan kingston geschlossen kelly 

  normen beehrt thun blockbuster lukas darmnudeln siddike betrogen gynakologen charity 

Top Word 20 relevante quintett kasan Parolen markus chinesen avancen athleten gebarmutter bill 
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Interestingly, NMF could discover topics on transportation and planned obsolescence for the Vienna dataset. Here are the topics in a ‘transposed 

format’. 

 

Tables 3 and 4 Topics Found by NMF on 10,000 posts from the Zagreb Campaign. Topics are ordered by Topic Quality( Coherence) 

 

Topic '1'          Topic '5'       

   

Topic '10' 

Topic 

Coherenc

e 153.49 148.91 146.74 140.93 140.79 140.04 131.90 129.77 127.01 126.81 

Top 

Word 1 katharine skok pljuju turnir terraneo vanda bayern lana prosvjedi device 

  stil heavy stotine oporavljao izvođaci winter mario vecera Martin spotu 

  hepburn osjecanin zemlju bogoti traze singl borussia 

prihvatilist

u prosvjede sekulic 

  hlace metal zamislite naslov cepice fijasko mandzo lada presuda boris 

  posjedovala horvat mediji 

pobjednick

e tang njen kroos obroka predsjednik jelenina 

  izgledala rekord kolika fallu boca njenom zabija volonterke ukljucili spravi 

  muski metallica mranja kolumbije okviru albumu utakmici iljadica beyonce 

zaokupljeno

st 

Topic 

Coherence 

Top Word 

1                 

Top Word 

10 

51.17 station donau haltestelle 

muhlwasse

r 

panozzalack

e 

badeplatz

e 

donaustadtbruc

ke Baden fahrt buslinie 

43.78 produkte 

energieeffizie

nz 

waschmaschin

en Reparatur obsoleszenz 

eisenriegl

er kunden 

Gebraucht

e 

waschmaschi

ne geplante 
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  modne rock zamisliti alejandra festivalu album mandzukic stefek trayvona djetinjstvo 

  granice 

natjecanj

a novinar predviđao zvijezde yammat ilicevic beskucnici Proslog radan 

Top 

Word 10 njezina gradimir moaete 

cetvrtfinal

a zahtjeva zaokruziti badelj besplatno Rekli rezirao 

  otmjenosti nabrijava kojoj garrosa festival njena dortmund 

zajednistv

a Zemlji zasluzan 

  naznacile đukaric dali roland clan 

svestrani

h ispastat osjecaj Tjedna singl 

  urođene uspava splitu tenisacu svojih emil boatenga 

spanjolsko

j prosvjednoj povratkom 

  nastrojena slayer mranje newportu gang zarom imenjaka veceru poistovjetivsi jelena 

  ravnih ogladnim gospodu tenisac bloody jednakim prvenstveni udruge predsjednikbarack prikazana 

  transvestit sepultura didovi tezinu azealia posvete polufinalnoj obroci Capitol aktualni 

  muzevnijeg iron 

premlaaeni

h svladao kurt umjetnika 

monchengladbac

hu kuhali spontane spot 

  seksepila preskocio airilice godisnjem nothings glazbeni gasa 

doniranje

m 

Sedamnaestogodisnj

eg sjecanja 

  dendi puse naprimjer domaceg cribs kroz bavarce 

prihvatilist

e presuduporote grupe 

Top 

Word 20 spencer skoka 

dalmatinsk

i karlovic mambo novom 

monchengladbac

h lanin Rasizam srcu 
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2.4.1 Analysis of the Vienna test set results 

We asked our partners to analyze the new topic models. Following is an analysis of the 

results that were generated on the Vienna data set with 50 topics on 10,000 posts. The LDA 

algorithm refers to the current implementation based on online LDA (cf previous reference 

and D6.1) 

  NMF LSI LDA 

Duplicate topics (only the redundant topics are counted; only 
those that make sense) 

3 1 0 

Topics that make sense (human evaluation) 39 15 4 

 

 NMF generates the best results by far 

 LSI generates many topics with huge overlapping that don't make sense at all (i.e. 

soccer with flooding and a political scandal), so most topics are unspecific 

Similarly,on the Zagreb datasets, our partners evaluated that NMF and LSI had 70% topics 

that made sense whereas LDA had only 25%. 

These analyses uphold our impression that NMF performed the best for the pilot datasets. 

Overall, NMF seems to be a good solution for the current situation. Nevertheless, we would 

also like to experiment with better variants of LSI, namely Regularized LSI5 

2.4.2 Crawling Categories from the Web 

In D6.2, we mentioned that one way to improve topic models could be to extract relevant 

knowledge from the web and then to learn a text classifier.  

We did two crawls from the web in a preliminary experiment to assess the difficulty cost and 

quality of such an approach. First, we tried to use the open source crawler nutch6, but we 

finally decided to rely on the top results of a search engine (DuckDuckGo). 

First, we used the ontology from the new domain (IPTC draft "Media Topic NewsCodes) to 

manually construct queries for the transportation domain and education domain: 

                                           

 

5
 Quan Wang, Jun Xu, Hang Li, and Nick Craswell. Regularized latent semantic indexing. In Proceedings of 

the 34th international ACM SIGIR conference on Research and development in Information Retrieval, 

SIGIR ’11, pages 685–694, New York, NY, USA, 2011. ACM. 

 
6
 http://nutch.apache.org/ 
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Transportation: Transport,air transport commuting railway transport road 

transport traffic bus traffic jams car pooling, mobility car use 

connectivity cycling public transport walkability 

Education: parent organization religious education school elementary schools 
further education adult education high schools higher education college 

university middle schools preschool social learning teaching and learning 

curriculum examination entrance examination students teachers 

Second, we posted these queries to the Search Engine DuckDuckGo and fetched a few 

hundreds of results pages. These first results pages can serve as seeds for the crawler. 

Third, the web pages were preprocessed to remove the boilerplate code from the pages. 

For the transportation topic, we got approximately 430 pages and we show below the top 

100 most discriminative word for this set of documents. 

Top Words for Transportation 

'buses', 'roads', 'minutes', 'costs', 'services', 'transport', 

'traffic', 'bus', 'parking', 'lines', 'cities', 'www', 'stops', 

'takes', 'systems', 'congestion', 'students', 'hours', 'tickets', 

'trips', 'driving', 'years', 'runs', 'pricing', 'measures', 'days', 

'things', 'prices', 'reducing', 'users', 'road', 'car', 'issues', 

'times', 'walking', 'planning', ', 'terms', 'http', 'goods', 

'travel', 'levels', 'groups', 'faster', 'fares', 'public', 

'workers', 'parts', 'operating', 'includes', 'commute', 

'traveling', 'transportation', 'signs', 'flights', 'improving', 

'developing', 'train',  

Similarly for the Education topic, we got: 

'index', 'education', 'policy', 'asp', 'school', 'elementary', 

'default', 'schools', 'special', 'career', 'educational', 'public', 

'doc', 'middle', 'teachers', 'test', 'china', 'groups', 'brown', 

'urban', 'election', 'services', 'med', 'distance', 'events', 

'timeline', 'watch', 'college', 'finding', 'innovation', 'system', 

'return', 'major', 'young', 'today', 'candi', 'usa', 'store', 

'exile', 'megan', 'leaders', 'monetary', 'reform', 'hep', 

'competition', 'training', 'navigator', 'launch', 'ready', 

'fashioned 

Overall, this approach was moderately successful. Although the documents we crawled seem 

to be relevant, it can be very time consuming to appropriately select and extract the relevant 

text from these documents. Extracting relevant content in a webpage is a difficult task and 

the boilerplate detector often fails, thus adding some noise in the dataset. Sometimes, we 

could observe a ‘drift’: many pages from the transportation topic are not really related to 

cities but to others topics in transportations (freight for instance). Overall, this approach 
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might not be scalable for our time frame. This is why we have turned our attention to the 

“Wikipedia Generic Topics” in the next section. 

2.4.3 Wikipedia Generic Topics 

We explained in the previous deliverable D6.2 that we could extract relevant topic categories 

from Wikipedia pages describing cities. We recall here the underlying idea. Below we show 

the table of content of the wiki page for Grenoble (France) and Barnsley (UK) 
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If one examines many cities, one would found this common pattern when describing cities: 

History, Geography, Economy, Education, Transport, Culture.   

Let us describe the idea in more details. First, all Wikipedia pages from main cities in Europe 

would be collected. Then, each page would be parsed and each paragraph heading and 

content would be extracted. So we would have a collection of: 

{(‘Transport’,txt1), (‘Education’,txt2),(’Transport’,txt3), ….(heading,paragraph_txt) ….} 

Finally for each unique paragraph heading, we can learn a text classifier for this ‘topic’. 

Hence, we would leverage all the description of the ‘Transport’ topic across many cities. 

Overall, this would be a way to capture the way cities are described in natural language.  

There would still be a bias with respect to the language used in social media but we think it 

would be an interesting resource to build. Finally, these classifiers need to be ‘translated’ to 

the target language of the pilot cities. 

In the time spanned by deliverable D6.3, we did some preliminary experiment with this idea. 

We crawled approximately 940 English Wikipedia pages describing cities from several 

continents: Europe (France, United Kingdom), South America, Africa, United States, Asia. 

For each one of the pages, we parsed the HTML content and extracted the high level 

sections and their corresponding texts. As a result, each unique section string gets a 

corresponding frequency. In total, there were 1108 unique section names.  

For instance, in our experiment, we found that the Top Categories were: 
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Frequency Section Name 

112 Sport 

124 Climate 

133 Population 

134 Personalities 

149 Further reading 

175 Media 

176 Sports 

193 Government 

206 Sister cities 

220 Notable people 

224 International relations 

270 Transportation 

272 Culture 

365 Transport 

441 Demographics 

453 Education 

540 Geography 

541 Economy 

774 History 

774 See also 

901 References 

933 External links 
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The frequency distribution of all sections exhibits a power law behavior, as shown in the 

following histogram, and its corresponding cumulative density function. 

 

This means that there are indeed many rare sections but few very frequent for most of the 

cities. Note that there is indeed some minor variation of the main categories previously 

mentioned. For instance, the string ‘Transport’ can be found in these different sections. 

      1 Economy and transport 

      1 Economy and Transport 

      1 Public Transport 

      1 Public transport and infrastructure 

      1 Public transportation 

      1 Transport &amp; Economy 

      1 Transport and accommodation 

      1 Transport and communication 

      1 Transport and communications 

      1 Transport and economy 

      1 Urban form and transportation 

      2 Transports 

      3 Public transport 

    270 Transportation 

    365 Transport 

       

Of course, trivial preprocessing can recover this label, thus augmenting the training set. 

We then have trained text classifiers with basic preprocessing of the textual contents. We 

have selected a subsample of very frequent categories: crime, culture, economy, education, 

geography, government, history, sport, transport. 
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Below are two tables showing the most relevant features for each category for a Logistic 

Regression and Support Vector Machines. The ‘Top’ word are coherent and do make sense. 

Logistic Regression,  Biggest Features Weight per category 

crime cases drug robberies riots meth burglaries incidents rate assaults fbi  

1000 gang violent thefts safest murders crimes police reported crime 

culture tv set filmed zoo scene radio films television theater setting cultural arts 
culture song theatre film music art festival museum 

economy business production trade unemployment jobs tourism industrial textiles retail  

headquartered economic manufacturing office industries industry head 
economy headquarters employers companies 

education supérieure primary lycée 17 institute elementary et theuniversity école 
universidad students library college campus universidade education 
universities schools school  university 

geography northwest temperatures west crosses area temperature surrounded flows 
square km2 theriver confluence north miles situated 160 river located climate 
lies 

government governed offices serviceoperates seats municipal party mayors congressional 

elections district million parliament government manager department court 
represented council  elected mayor 

history annexed army early formed ii founded detached grew british began meaning 
site named settlement later capital incorporated territory century war 

sport hosted golf hockey unionteam basketball play race unionclub inligue home 
baseball teams sport rugby league club stadium sports team football 

transport train métro road buses transport transit service transportation route stations 
gare highway rail station railway airportis line bus served airport 
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Linear  SVM ,  Biggest Features Weight per category 

crime robberies drug riots meth gambling incidents rate cities assaults fbi 1000 
gang thefts crimes violent murders safest reported police crime 

culture newspaper episode scene set television zoo films radio theater setting 
theatre arts cultural culture song film music art festival museum 

economy market based business trade headquartered tourism industrial textiles retail 
financial manufacturing economic office industries industry head economy 
headquarters companies employers 

education colleges institute primary polytech elementary universidad école 
theuniversity campus et 17 library universidade students college universities 
education schools school university 

geography northwest confluence average périgueux theriver temperatures town square 
area west temperature km2 situated north miles river 160 climate located 
lies 

government party term offices congressional county elections members parliament 
township mayors manager district million government court department 
represented elected council mayor 

history land april detached established began formed time british early meaning 
founded named site later settlement territory incorporated capital war 
century 

sport hockey unionteam cup race inligue basketball play unionclub golf baseball 
sport home teams rugby league stadium sports club team football 

transport transit international road route transportation service buses highway 
transport gare stations rail station railway airportis parisrer bus airport line 
served 

 

We believe that topics such as education, government, economy, culture, crime, transport 

are of interest to cities. 

To summarize this idea of generic Wikipedia topics, we propose to use text classifiers learnt 

from sections of Wikipedia articles describing cities.  

We have chosen to crawl English wiki pages because English has probably more content 

available than any other languages. In order to be of practical use for pilot cities, it remains 

possible to use statistical machine translation system such as “Google Translate” to translate 

the training set. Therefore, these classifiers would be available in any target language. 
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Remark:  The European Media Monitor7 provides an ontology and a system to automatically 

categorize news into classes. However, this cannot be directly applicable to cities which have 

their own ontology. 

                                           

 

7
 http://emm.newsexplorer.eu/NewsExplorer/home/en/latest.html 

http://emm.newsexplorer.eu/NewsExplorer/home/en/latest.html
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2.5 Software Installation 

2.5.1 Obtaining the code 

The new version of HTS system has been deployed on the FUPOL server. The source code 

can be downloaded from the HTS GUI or at the following address:  

http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/media/code.zip  

The sample datasets can be downloaded from: http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/media/topic_data.zip 

 

Once the code is downloaded and uncompressed, the code resides in the main directory 

hts. Similar to the previous version, the modules of HTS are organized as follows: 

 hts: The HTS core library. 

 tests: Some functional and unit tests. You can start from here, to see how it works 

once you finish the installation. 

 hts_webapp: The web-app for exposing the core library as REST service.  

 hts_webdemo: A web UI container example. 

 docs: The compiled documentation file. 

2.5.2 Setting up the environment 

The HTS back-end system has been designed to run on multiple platforms (Windows, Linux), 

similarly to the other servers in WP3. However, for ease of accessing, we developed the 

system on the Linux operating system. It can run on different distributions such as: Debian, 

Ubuntu, and Fedora. Several libraries and the Django framework have been successfully 

deployed on this platform.  

http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/media/code.zip
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The following section shows how to configure and install our system on a new environment. 

The easiest way to configure the environment is to use virtualenv and pip. 

2.5.3 Dependencies 

The library dependencies are described in the file requirements.txt. Basically, the 

main dependencies can be split in two types: 

 Mandatory 

o mongoengine : In order to keep state object state. 

o gensim : For LDA Algorithm 

o nltk : Text preprocessing library 

o numpy & scipy : Computations package 

 Optional 

o sphinx : To compile the documentation 

o django : REST-API & Web UI 

o fabric : Simple scripts for usual tasks and deployment. 

With pip installed just run the pip command: 

$ pip install -r requirments.txt 

We suggest using virtualenv to have a properly configured environment. The following 

steps illustrate how we can use it: 

 Create the environment, for example, we name it HTS-ENV: 

$ virtualenv HTS-ENV 

 Activate our newly created environment: 

$ source HTS-ENV/bin/activate 

 Once we have activated our environment, we can proceed with the previously 

mentioned pip command. Finally, we install dependencies as mentioned before. 

2.5.4 Production Set Up 

The production set-up is different from the development version. In production mode we use 

the two available FUPOL servers: 

 fupol-1.fupol.eu : HTTP Proxy Server 

 fupol-2.fupol.eu : HTS Server 

http://www.virtualenv.org/en/latest/
http://www.pip-installer.org/en/latest/
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2.5.5 HTTP Proxy Server 

We use nginx as a proxy server. Nginx is an open-source, high-performance and small 

memory footprint HTTP server and reverse proxy. The configuration of the nginx server is 

quite simple: 

server { 

   listen   80; 

   root     /var/www/html; 

   index    index.html; 

   server_name localhost; 

 

location / { 

    include uwsgi_params; 

    uwsgi_pass fupol-2:8000; # Let's send every query to fupol-2 over 8000 

} 

The whole configuration file is located at: 

/etc/nginx/sites-available/default 

Nginx has been installed in the system, as a service, therefore if we want to reload the 

configuration we can use this command: 

$ sudo service nginx reload 

2.5.6 HTS Server 

2.5.6.1 MongoDb 

Mongo has been installed in production mode, as a demonized service; therefore it should be 

running all the time. You can check out if it is running by trying to connect with the client: 

$ mongo 

If the mongo shell does not appear, it means that mongod process is not running. In such 

cases, the following command can be used to start the process: 

sudo service mongodb start 

2.5.6.2 Webapp 

In order to run the webapp, we have a hts_uwsgi.ini configuration, which contains the 

following information: 

[uwsgi] 

chdir = /home/fp-admin/build/hts/hts_webdemo 

module = hts_webdemo.wsgi:application 

master = True 

processes = 10 

socket = :8000 

stats = 127.0.0.1:9191 
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daemonize=/home/fp-admin/build/hts/hts_webdemo/server.log 

pidfile=/home/fp-admin/build/hts/hts_webdemo/server.pid 

vacuum=True 

To get it running, we use the following command: 

uwsgi /home/fp-admin/build/hts/hts_webdemo/hts_uwsgi.ini 

 

Now the server is up and ready to get the request from HTTP clients.  

2.6 HTS Conclusion 

The HTS module has been improved in many ways. First, the API has been updated and 

improved with new functionalities such as summarization. Furthermore, we have 

reconsidered the current implementation of the topic model engine and did experiments on 

pilot city datasets, leading us to the conclusion that NMF yields better performance. In 

addition, we have shown that Generic Topics from Wikipedia could be also of interest for 

pilot cities. 

The next step for the HTS is the implementation of a Language Preprocessing Pipeline. 

Tokenization, Lemmatization or Stemming can be made language dependent. In Chinese, for 

instance we need a special tokenizer. In addition, a decompounding step could be also 

integrated for German. These language specific treatments need to be encoded in a specific 

pipeline and tested on the pilot data. 
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3 Feedback Community Platform  

The first version of the FCP prototype has been deployed on the FUPOL server. Release 

notes of the current version 

 Deployment of FCP backend on the FUPOL server 

 Provide a basic REST API to access to the FCP resources 

 Deployment of a fast indexing Apache SOLR server on FUPOL server 

 Implementation of an analytics server for Automatic Idea Recommendation 

 Development of a FCP prototype GUI: Innovation Cockpit 

 

3.1 Internal Architecture 

The internal architecture of the FCP is quite similar to the architecture of HTS as it was 

based on the Django framework. It has four main components: 

 

1. FCP backend: is a web application based on the Django framework. This backend 

serves as an intermediate layer to process the HTTP requests from clients through a 
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set of API calls. The data models are also defined in this layer before mapping to the 

database 

2. Apache SOLR: is a fast indexing server to provide search capabilities to the 

Innovation Cockpit and to calculate the similarity of ideas for the analytics server. To 

connect between the backend and the SOLR server, we use haystack as an 

abstraction layer to map the predefined indexing schema to the SOLR service. 

Haystack makes integrating custom search as easy as possible while being flexible 

and powerful enough to handle more advanced use cases. 

3. Analytics server is performing the idea categorization and recommendation. This 

analytics server is based on the SOLR server to speed up the indexing process of the 

stored database (PostgresSQL). Once the analytics server has been trained, it can 

provide the recommendation capacities to the Innovation Cockpit backend. 

4. Innovation Cockpit: A web interface is also provided to access to the back-end 

with the provided API. This interface is called Innovation Cockpit and developed 

internally by Xerox. This simple web interface serves as a demo platform to assess 

the FCP system. 
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3.2 Class diagram 

The  diagram above represents how the FCP classes have been designed. The main class in 

the model is Idea class. It has a one-to-many relation with RelatedIdea class, RelatedArea 

class and Comment class. It means that one idea can have different related ideas and 

related areas. Each Idea can  belong to different Area or Category with its many-to-many 

relation.  

The Reviewer class also has many-to-many relationship with Area class, which generates 

automatically from the recommendation system. Reviewer class is also a specialization of the 

User class, therefore, it include all the properties of the User class. 

Thanks to the tastypie libraries of Django framework, these class models are later mapped to 

resources and exposed with a REST API. The exposed fields and calling functions are defined 

by reusing ModelResource abstraction class. 

Import resource libraries 

From tastypie import fields 

from tastypie.resources import ModelResource 
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The resources are then exposed easily, for example: 

Exposing resources 
class IdeaResource(ModelResource): 

    """ 

    Expose Idea model as a REST Resource. 

    """ 

    creator = 

fields.ToOneField('accounts.api.resources.UserProfileResource', 

                                'author', 

                                full = True, 

                                )     

    category = 

fields.ToOneField('metadata.api.resources.CategoryResource', 

                                 'category', 

                                 null = True, 

                                 ) 

    phase = 

fields.ToOneField('metadata.api.resources.PhaseResource', 

                              'phase', 

                              null = True, 

                              full = True, 

                              )     

    comments = 

fields.ToManyField('metadata.api.resources.CommentResource', 

                                  'comments', 

                                  full = True, 

                                  null = True, 

                                  ) 

    values = 

fields.ToOneField('metadata.api.resources.IdeaValueResource', 

                              'values', 

                              full = True, 

                              null = True 

                              )     

    ideas = 

fields.ToManyField('metadata.api.resources.IdeaSpaceResource', 

                               'idea_space_elements', 

                               full = True, 

                               null = True, 

                               )         

    areas = 

fields.ToManyField('review.api.resources.AreaIdeaSpaceResource', 

                               'area_space_membership', 

                               full = True, 

                               null = True, 

                               ) 
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3.3 FCP Innovation Cockpit GUI 

The demo web GUI of the FCP system is called Innovation Cockpit and has been built 

internally in Xerox for experimental purposes. It is based on the Javascript and REST API 

provided by the FCP backend. It binds itself to the API and makes use of the calls defined 

earlier. The interface depends on the following libraries: 

 LESS for CSS compiling. 

 Backbone library for consuming rest services. 

 JQuery for low level Javascript library. 

Currently, this interface provides a simple way to assess the idea and let the Facilitator work 

on the recommended ideas. Following these lines some screenshots of the current interface: 

1. Select the high-voted idea from the community 
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2. Assess to the idea with different aspects 

 
 

3. Deliberate by the reviewer with the help of the recommendation system  

 

3.4 Software installation 

The current version of FCP API has been deploying on the Fupol server at the following 

address: http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/fcp/. It provides the ways to access to the basic resources of 

the FCP system such as: Lead, Category, Review and User. Similar to the HTS system, we 

support the REST API methods using JSON as data format. 

http://fupol-1.fupol.eu/fcp/
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3.5 Code structure 

Following is the structure of the code: 

 Xtin-idea2: main libraries of the FCP 

o /cockpit: the back-end of the FCP system 

o /cockpitweb: the web application based on Django framework 

o /docs: the documentation of the FCP system 

o /indexer: Solr indexing engine 

 Reco-engine: main libraries for the analytic server 

o /classifiers: different implementation of classifiers 

o /docs: code documentation 

o /indexers: indexer of the recommendation system 

o /reco_tools: some tools for evaluating the accuracies of the classifiers 

o /similar_finders: for finding similar ideas 

3.6 Production server setup 

HTTP Server - Nginx 

As HTTP Server we use Nginx which is a simple configuration as proxy server for the Django 

application and serving files for the cockpitweb make it a better choice against other web 

server such as Apache. 
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3.6.1 Configuration 

The configuration of the nginx server is located in the the location below: 

/etc/nginx/conf.d/default.conf 

The main configuration options are the following: 

server { 

   listen       80 default_server; 

   server_name  _; 

 

   location / { 

        root   /var/www/html; 

        index  index.html index.htm; 

   } 

 

    # Innovation Cockpit Production environment 

   location /cockpit/api/v2/ { 

        rewrite ^/cockpit/api/v2(.*)$  $1 break; 

        uwsgi_pass 127.0.0.1:8888; 

        include uwsgi_params; 

    } 

 

Basically we define two URL proxy forwarding options, for the Cockpit’s REST API: 

 /cockpit/api/v2: Based in uwsgi protocol and is used as production instance. We 

define that our uwsgi instance is listening on the socket 8888. 

We also define the place where our cockpitweb application should reside, in this 

configuration the cockpitweb should be in the path: /var/www/html 

3.6.2 Managing Nginx 

Nginx has been installed as background service in the server. Therefore we can use the 

service commands to start/stop the nginx process. First, we can verify the nginx status 

with: 

$ sudo service nginx status 

For starting the service, we simply can do the next: 

$ sudo service ngins start 

Several options are available: 

{start|stop|reload|configtest|status|force-

reload|upgrade|restart|reopen_logs} 
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3.6.3 WSGI Wrapper 

Python Web development was first based on CGI modes. WSGI define a common API 

specification aiming to be compatible with different Web servers, simplifying the portability of 

python based Web applications. Django among other web application frameworks is WSGI 

compatible. Therefore we can easily bind it with a WebServer. 

Similar to the HTS system, we choose to use uWSGI as the loader of our Django project with 

the Nginx server. It is mainly because it has low memory footprint, easy configuration with 

Django framework. 

3.6.4 uWSGI Configuration 

The uWSGI configuration is located at: 

/xtin-idea2/cockpit/cockpit_wsgi.ini 

The file contains the following information: 

[uwsgi] 

socket = 127.0.0.1:8888 

master = true 

module = wsgi 

processes = 2 

home = /xtin-idea2/cockpit/xtin2-ve/ 

daemonize= cockpit.log 

pidfile= cockpit.pid 

vacuum = True 

stats = 127.0.0.1:9191 

We are running a master process that will be listening on port 8888, for connections. The 

master process will spawn 2 processes (meaning that requests will be load balanced over 

two instances of our Django project). The access log will reside on cockpit.log and we 

want to track the PID of the master process in the cockpit.pid making easier to kill the 

process. 

3.6.5 Managing uWSGI 

Starting the uWSGI from uwsgi ini file: 

$ uwsgi cockpit_wsgi.ini 

Stopping the uWSGI process: 

$ kill -9 `cat cockpit.pid` 

3.6.6 Recommendation Server 

The Recommendation Server implementation is located at this folder: 
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$ /reco_engine/StartRecoEngineServer.py 

In order to run the server, you can call the following python script: 

$ python StartRecoEngineServer.py 

By default it binds on a TCP socket and listens to the request over the port 8978. If you want 

to use another for example the port 9999 

$ python StartRecoEngineServer.py 9999 

3.6.7 Binding with the Webapp 

The cockpit webapp is located at.  

$ /xtin-idea2/cockpit/recommendation/client_api.py 

This script serves as a connection between the recommendation server and the web 

application. 

3.7 Indexing Engine 

FCP data is indexed thanks to Apache SOLR version 4.0. SOLR is an open source search 

engine server for web application. The fast indexing capabilities are based on the Apache 

Lucene project. SOLR is written in Java and runs as a standalone search server. For this 

reason, we choose to use SOLR as our indexing server. 

3.7.1 Installation and Configuration 

Just run the install shell script, it should do the trick: 

$ ./install.sh 

It will basically download Apache SOLR (~100 Mb), and configure the example collection 

schema for use in the FCP. 

3.7.2 Running Solr 

In order to start solr server we use the following bash script: 

$ ./start_solr.sh 

3.7.3 Web Application Binding to SOLR 

We use Django haystack abstraction layer for indexing. It requires the latest version of 

Django-haystack to generate the indexing schema which is more compatible with this new 

version of SOLR  
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3.8 FCP API description 

This section describes the API of the FCP system and the supporting services. The tutorial is 

given with python code but, as the API is designed to be language independent, it can be 

called with different high-level languages such as: Javascript or PHP. 

3.8.1 Managing Ideas 

Idea is the central resource of the API. It is represents the output of the ideation process: 

Idea resource 

{ 

    “id”: 23,   // <Long> 

    “title” : “Lower your prices”, // <String> 

    “content” : “Instead of spending...”, // <String> 

    “phase” : “acknowledged”,  // <String> 

    “values”: { 

             “community_value” : 1, 

             “organization_value” : 10, 

     }, 

    “creator”: <User>, 

    “comments”: [<Comment>*], 

    “similars_spaces”: [<RelatedIdea>*], 

    “categories”: [<Category>*], 

    “topics”: [<Topic>*], 

    “areas”: [<RelatedArear>+], 

    “reviews”: [<Review>+] 

  } 

Following is the parameters of Idea resource 

 id: Idea identifier 

 title: Title that summarizes the idea 

 content: Actual content of the idea 

 phase: Represents the status of the idea. This is application-specific. 

 values: The value assigned to the idea. 

 creator: The user that posted the idea 

 comments: Comments on the idea 

 related: Relations between the idea others 

 topics: Topics related to the idea (these can be the results of topic modeling) 

 areas: Areas associated to the idea (equivalent to tags, not mutually exclusive) 

 reviews: Reviews associated to the idea 
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Operation Call 

Update idea PUT /metadata/idea/<id>/ IDEA 

Delete Idea DELETE /metadata/idea/<id>/ 

Get single idea GET /metadata/idea/<id> 

Search for ideas GET /metadata/idea?<param & >* 

3.8.2 Creating an IDEA 

 POST /metadata/idea 

This call allows changing the content of the idea and the phase in the lifecycle. 

{ 

      “title” : “new title”, 

      “content” : “new content”, 

      “phase” : [<phase in Phase>] 

} 

3.8.3 Getting a single IDEA 

 GET /metadata/idea/{id}?<expand=[reviews]> 

Returns the full definition of IDEA except form the “review” attribute that is optionally 

expanded. 

3.8.4 Updating an IDEA 

 PUT /metadata/idea/{id} 

This call allows a client to change the content of the idea and the phase in the lifecycle: 

{ 

      “title” : “new title”, 

      “content” : “new content”, 

      “phase” : [<phase in Phase>] 

 } 

3.8.5 Deleting an IDEA 

 DELETE: /metadata/idea/{id} 

3.8.6 Organizing Ideas 

Organizing ideas implies connecting an idea to an Area. This connection is represented by 

the RelatedArea resource described below: 

{ 
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    “id”: 23,   // <Long> 

    “status” : [“accepted” | “rejected”], 

    “status_date”: “dd/mm/yyy hh:ss”, //Date, 

    “creator”: <User>, 

    “idea”: <Idea>, 

    “area”: <Area> 

  } 

 id: RelatedArea identifier 

 status: Status of the relation 

 status_date: datetime of the status change 

 creator: User who performed the status change 

 idea: Idea to relate 

 area: Area to relate 

Area-Idea is a weighted score relationship based on recommendation and user input. 

Therefore, we need 2 entities: 

 User Relates an idea to an area (Related Area) 

 General scored relationship (AreaIdeaSpace) 

Operation Call 

Post RelatedArea PUT /metadata/idea/<id>/ IDEA 

Delete Idea DELETE /metadata/idea/<id>/ 

Get single idea GET /metadata/idea/<id> 

Search for ideas GET /metadata/idea?<param & >* 

3.9 Sample code 

To conclude the demonstration of FCP platform functionalities, we give in the following a 

complete example of code in Python that uses the services described above. 

 
from pprint import pprint 

import requests 

import json 

 

SERVER = 'http://localhost:9999' 

PROFILE_ENDPOINT = "%s/accounts/profile/" % SERVER 

USER_ENDPOINT =  "%s/accounts/user/" % SERVER 

IDEAS_ENDPOINT = "%s/metadata/idea/" % SERVER 

AREAS_ENDPOINT = "%s/metadata/area/" % SERVER 

CATEGORIES_ENDPOINT =  "%s/metadata/category/" %SERVER 

AREASPACE_ENDPOINT =  "%s/metadata/areaspace/" %SERVER 

IDEASPACE_ENDPOINT =  "%s/metadata/ideaspace/" %SERVER 
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headers = {"Content-Type": "application/json", 

           "Accept": "application/json"} 

 

def get_request_obj(r): 

    print r.status_code 

 

    if r.status_code in [201, 202,200,204]: 

        obj =  r.json() 

        pprint(obj) 

        return obj 

 

    #If a problem has come see the text response for traceback 

    pprint(r.text) 

 

    return None 

 

def test_bootstrap(): 

    print "Create an user" 

    payload = {"username": "amondrag2", "email": 

"Arturo.Mondragon@xrce.xerox.com"} 

    r = requests.post(USER_ENDPOINT, data = json.dumps(payload), headers = 

headers) 

 

    user = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    print "Update user info" 

    payload = {"first_name": "Arturo", 

               "last_name": "Mondragon",} 

 

    r = requests.put("%s%s" % (SERVER, user['resource_uri']), 

                     data = json.dumps(payload), 

                     headers = headers) 

 

    user = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    print "Verify profile creation" 

    # Creating an user automatically creates an user profile. 

    r = requests.get("%s%s" % (SERVER, user['profile']), 

                     headers=headers) 

    profile = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    n = 20 

    print "Create %d fake categories & fake ideas " % n 

 

    for i in range(n): 

        payload = {"title": "category %d" % i, 

                  } 

        r = requests.post(CATEGORIES_ENDPOINT, 

                     data = json.dumps(payload), 

                     headers = headers) 

        category = get_request_obj(r) 
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        payload = {"creator" : profile['resource_uri'], 

                   "content" : "This is a random idea", 

                   "title" : "Fake Idea %d" % i, 

                   "category" : category['resource_uri'] 

                   } 

 

        r = requests.post(IDEAS_ENDPOINT, data = json.dumps(payload), 

headers = headers) 

        idea = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    # GET /category/<id>/ideas to find ideas 

    print "Creating an Area" 

    payload = { "title" : "Test Area", 

                "description" : "test content", 

                "area_type" : "area", 

                } 

    r = requests.post(AREAS_ENDPOINT, data = json.dumps(payload), headers = 

headers) 

    area = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    print "Add ideas to an Area Space" 

    r = requests.get(IDEAS_ENDPOINT, headers = headers) 

    ideas = get_request_obj(r) 

 

    for idea in ideas['objects']: 

 

        payload = { "space" : area['resource_uri'], 

                    "element" : idea['resource_uri'], 

                    } 

        r = requests.post(AREASPACE_ENDPOINT, data = json.dumps(payload), 

headers = headers) 

        get_request_obj(r) 

 

    # GET /areas/<id>/ideas to find ideas 

 

 

    print "Add ideas to an Idea Space" 

    # Lets say all ideas belong to the similarty space of the first idea 

    idea1 = ideas['objects'][0] 

    for idea in ideas['objects'][1:]: 

        payload = { "space" : idea1['resource_uri'], 

                    "element" : idea['resource_uri'], 

                    } 

        r = requests.post(IDEASPACE_ENDPOINT, data = json.dumps(payload), 

headers = headers) 

        get_request_obj(r) 

 

    # GET /idea/<id>/similars to find the similar idea <id> 
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4 Conclusion 

The work described in this deliverable D6.3 shows a significant progress of the FUPOL 

project as we have validated that citizen opinions can be efficiently grouped into thematic 

categories which are themselves useful for the policymaker.  He/she can focus on specific 

domains and quickly show the main points of interests of the citizen (e.g. the emotion 

created around the latest national news or the hype related to the next soccer game), but 

more importantly, some topics illustrate the problems that can occur in the city life, such as 

transportation issues (traffic jams, lack of public transport). There are also some interesting 

clues related to the political world, when citizens publicly speak about the latest actions of 

their elected representatives. Such early results are encouraging and the next deliverable will 

further develop the tools that will enable this topic models to be available in multiple 

languages. Concerning the Feedback Community Platform, the basic services have been 

implemented, and the next deliverable will show the corresponding interface together with 

user tests. 

 

Following this document we also joined a research paper describing a novel non parametric 

topic model algorithm. This model is aligned with our need to improve topics models. It is 

not necessary to specify the number of topics for this model. However, the parameters 

estimation and deployment cost of such model would severely increase. 


